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Executive Summary

Making the Most of Retail
Sales Information

Even in a strong economy, retail is an
extremely competitive industry. But
when the economy is slow and consumer spending off, competition ramps
up as retailers struggle to survive. In
these business conditions, it’s more
important than ever to make the right
products available – when and where
customers want to buy them.

The good news is that most retailers
have at their disposal point-of-sale
(POS) systems designed to capture and
record detailed information about large
numbers of individual transactions.
Embedded in these POS systems is a
treasure trove of volume and sales data
that can be used to track and improve
total sales, out-of-stock (OOS) rates,
lost sales, and gross margin.

You need to ensure a
positive, compelling
shopping experience –
which means helping
customers find the
right product and making the checkout process fast and painless.
The last thing you
need is for a customer
to leave your store
with a bad impression.

The bad news is that critical sales information too often lies dormant, locked
away in rigid transactional systems or
data warehouses where retailers have
difficulty accessing and analyzing it in
a timely and meaningful manner.
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Because of this, many retailers struggle
with limited visibility into real-time trends
from day to day – not to mention during
seasonal and promotional campaigns.
It becomes hard to implement the
corrections necessary to keep shelves
full, limit stock outs, and ensure profitable promotions.

Retailers need affordable and effective
solutions to turn POS data into timely,
actionable intelligence that can be
used to:
• Understand product and promotional
performance
•	Align product inventory to meet
demand, even during peak seasonal
and promotional periods
•	Minimize the cost of capital on
excess, slow-moving, and obsolete
inventory
This paper will lay out the external pressures and challenges retailers face
when attempting to understand sales
drivers and promotional performance.
It will then identify the best practices
needed to create the deep insights
required to optimize inventory levels,
avoid stock outs, maximize margins,
and keep customers loyal – even amid
volatile market conditions.

Industry Challenges

Economic Turmoil and
Demanding Customers

Challenges unique to the industry mean
that retailers must constantly reassess
current and historical situations, evaluate what it takes to promote products
and services, and keep customers
happy. Let’s review the challenges –
from economic pressures to complex
supply chains – that retailers must
contend with to succeed in today’s
turbulent marketplace.

Economic Turmoil
In the past few years, retailers have
experienced unprecedented levels of
volatility and uncertainty. The worldwide economic downturn sent many
financial indexes plummeting. Consumer
confidence is off and spending sporadic.
Many retailers have shut their doors
forever. When the economy sours,
retailers need especially firm control
over business if they want to weather
the storm.

Enhanced promotion visibility translates to real-time
product inventory status, which helps retailers better
meet demand and minimize stock outs. In addition,
improving understanding of promotional performance
helps minimize the cost of capital tied up in excess,
slow, or obsolete inventory.

Customer Demands
If consumers don’t enjoy the shopping
experience, you may potentially lose a
customer along with his or her “lifetime
value” of sales and margins. But even
once your best customers are in your
store, you no longer have their undivided attention. With mobile devices, customers can compare pricing and even

order products from the competitionwhile standing in your center aisle. You
need to ensure a positive, compelling
shopping experience – which means
helping customers find the right product and making the checkout process
fast and painless. The last thing you
need is for a customer to leave your
store with a bad impression.

New products are the lifeblood of the
retail industry. Consumers are anxious
to try the latest things; retailers must
anticipate trends and introduce and
promote new products effectively.
That means working with suppliers
and transportation providers to reduce
product development times and speed
innovative products to market, preferably ahead of the competition.
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Expanding Global Networks
and Supply Chains
Necessary But Risky

Complex Global Networks

Increased Supply Chain Risk

Nowadays companies don’t innovate,
manufacture, market, or sell alone.
Retailers work in concert with other
businesses across a vast network that
includes design partners, suppliers,
channel partners, outsourced vendors,
co-innovators, and customers – from
all corners of the globe.

Globe-spanning supply chains are
susceptible to a myriad of disruptions,
from ordinary fluctuations in business
to lost production capabilities due to
natural disaster or political upheaval.
These disruptions – coupled with international economic and security concerns and recent high-profile product
recalls – have increased the need for
supply chain visibility. Companies must
be able to easily monitor, report, relocate, reroute, and even replace sources
of supply, goods, and shipments.

This sourcing practice has raised the
standard of living in developing regions
of the world, and these new wage earners, in turn, help open up new target
markets for many products.
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Even the best suppliers and vendors will
fail to perform upon occasion, sometimes through no fault of their own.
Therefore, retailers must constantly
reassess their supply chains, identify

ways to proactively mitigate risk, and
devise backup plans in case of largescale supply chain failure.

Intense Competition
Retail competition has always been
fierce, but with online shopping
becoming mainstream, competition
is now more intense than ever. Social
networking spreads the news of customer interactions and experiences –
both positive and negative. New, powerful mobile applications enable online
purchasing from anywhere at any time.
Retailers need to know their customer,
develop targeted pricing strategies, and
offer personalized experiences across
all channels to differentiate products
and services and drive brand loyalty.

Process and Technology Obstacles

How Effective Are Your Promotions?

In addition to the economic and industry challenges, retailers’ internal
process and technology issues further
exacerbate the ability to reduce stock
outs and provide a consistent, positive
shopping experience. These challenges include:
•	Limited visibility into seasonal and
promotional effectiveness
•	Inconsistent data across business
areas
• The inability to identify root causes
of problems
•	Retail executives and managers who
are always on the go
• The need to close the gap between
IT and the business
Let’s look at each of these challenges
more closely.

Limited Visibility into Seasonal
and Promotional Effectiveness
If your promotion is successful, you’ll
sell loads of product. But if you have
limited visibility into promotional effectiveness and end up selling more than
you planned, a good situation can
quickly turn bad – stock out. The same
holds true for seasonal demand for preferred products. If customers come in

Shopper Responses to OOS
Do not purchase 9%
Substitute – different
brand 26%

Buy item at another
store 31%

Substitute – same
brand 19%

Delay purchase 15%

Figure 1: Shopper Responses to Out-of-Stock Situation

to buy an item and find the shelf empty,
at minimum they’ll be discouraged and
frustrated – or maybe they’ll be bitter
and resentful toward your brand. As
shown in the figure, research indicates
that 40% of customers respond to an
OOS situation by not buying the product
or by buying it from the competition.1
Data from RSR Research further indicates that the top business challenge
for retailers is not having enough information fast enough to react to the —

difference between forecast and actual
sales.2 Ideally, a retailer could anticipate
an OOS situation by identifying purchasing trends and escalating inventory
issues before they become harmful.
Enhanced promotion visibility translates
to real-time product inventory status,
which helps retailers better meet
demand and minimize stock outs. In
addition, improving understanding of
promotional performance helps minimize the cost of capital tied up in
excess, slow, or obsolete inventory.

1. Retail Out of Stocks: A Worldwide Examination of Extent, Causes, and Consumer Responses. A research study conducted at Emory University,
Goizueta Business School, Atlanta, Georgia, United States; University of St. Gallen, Institute of Technology Management, Switzerland; and
College of Business and Administration, University of Colorado at Colorado Springs, United States. Principal authors: Thomas W. Gruen,
Ph.D; Daniel S. Corsten; and Sundar Bharadwaj, Ph.D.
2.	RSR Research, November 2009. www.retailsystemsresearch.com/_document/summary/1021.
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What Does Complete Visibility
Look Like?
As a VP of merchandising, you need
access to point-of-sale data and the
following:
•	Visibility into the sales velocity
of key categories, assortments,
and products
• The ability to assess sales velocity
by vendor to ensure availability of
current trends and fashions
• The ability to predict when and
where stock outs are likely to occur
•	Insight into the impact of seasonal
and promotional activity on
product sales
• Sales visibility by geographic
location at the store, department,
category, product, and daily levels
•	Insight into the impact of externalities (such as winter weather or the
flu season) on product velocity
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Retailers spend a tremendous amount
of money advertising their promotions,
to keep the brand top of mind for consumers. But with promotional performance reports lagging events, retailers
most likely can’t know how effective a
promotion is until it’s over.
As promotional opportunities multiply
and reporting remains static, it becomes
difficult to analyze promotional trends.
For example, how do you know whether
the latest social media coupon offer is
more effective than your Friday print ad
in the local newspaper? You need a
solution that can identify baseline sales,
lift, execution costs, and lost margin to
determine comparable return on investment (ROI). Promotional ROI requires
lengthy and complex analysis, but intelligent sales analysis can help.
Improved visibility into promotional
performance helps you tailor your
assortment, making improvements
for impact on current and future
promotions. For example, if you
review sales and realize you are about
to stock out, you can r eorder sooner,
reallocate quantities, transfer stock,
or order a larger restocking quantity.
Promotional analysis requires nearreal-time access to information on
promotion performance, as well as
inventory management that closely
aligns inventory with demand across
store locations and channels.

SAP BusinessObjects
Sales Analysis for
Retail helps unlock the
value within a retailer’s
rich repositories
of POS information.
The software provides
enterprise visibility into
near-real-time demand
information as well as
into external and
internal factors influencing demand.

Can You Identify the Root
Cause of Problems?
Inconsistent Data Across
Business Areas

To make sales analysis effective and
actionable, you need consistent,
accurate, and detailed item-level
information. This happens only when
merchandising, store operations,
warehousing and distribution, and
finance all work from the same sales,
OOS, revenue, and promotion numbers. Regardless of where the data
resides, your sales analysis solution
must incorporate the data and provide
a single, actionable version of the truth
to decision makers across multiple
business areas.

Inability to Identify Root Causes
of Problems
A role-based dashboard can measure
key performance indicators (KPIs) and
indicate whether they’re trending good
or bad. But even when alerted to an
issue, many retailers have a hard time
uncovering root causes and crafting an
appropriate response. Suppose you’re
alerted that the average basket size in
a particular area is up significantly. Can
you tell if it’s a response to an action
you’ve taken (such as a “buy one, get
one” offer) or an externality (such as
an impending snowstorm)? Without the
ability to drill down from the executivelevel dashboard to POS transactions,
you would have a hard time understanding why you experienced this
particular bump in sales – and what
you can do to keep up the momentum.

You need to provide your dashboard
users with powerful analytics and
search functions for complete POS
data transparency. Ideally, users should
be able to access information at a granular level without the need for querying
skills or database knowledge. They
should also be able to quickly view
emerging trends and isolate geographic
or product areas driving each trend.

Retail Executives and Managers
Who Are Always On the Go
Even while conducting store visits or
scouting the competition, executives
must still be plugged into the business.
Regional and district managers need
access to sales information and realtime inventory updates, so they can
keep their fingers on the pulse of the
business – and they need access to this
data and analysis on their mobile devices when in the field. Even at headquarters, mobile devices can be effective
for accessing sales analysis; imagine
checking the promotional performance
of a test market as you walk between
meetings. A robust analytic tool must
not only deliver actionable insights but
also enable mobile analysis.

Closing the Gap Between IT and
the Business
This problem has been around since the
first PC. IT understands the technology
and tools available but not necessarily
the business requirements. Business
types often can’t appreciate new technology or conceptualize how a generic
tool might help them, but they know a
great solution when they see it. But if
an analysis tool comes with built-in retail
best practices and content, it can suddenly enable a valuable conversation
between IT and business. Business can
envision using the tool and help refine
it, while IT can quickly execute changes.
A sales analysis tool with prebuilt retail
content that has room for refinement
helps jump-start the conversation
between IT and business and speeds
time to value.
To overcome external market pressures
as well as internal challenges, retailers
need to implement powerful sales analysis processes and tools that allow
them to:
• Take timely action across all business units and on all products
• Know the customer by profitability,
retention, and buying patterns
• Make informed decisions that speed
products to market and mitigate risk
• Lower the cost of capital through
improved inventory turns
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Robust Sales Analysis for Retailers
Maintaining Profitability
in Challenging Times

SAP has over 30 years of experience
working with retail organizations of all
sizes. Our sophisticated sales analysis
application helps close the gap between
forecast demand and actual sales, so
you can anticipate and respond more
quickly to buying trends, reduce OOS,
and reclaim margins. SAP understands
the business practices successful retailers use to maintain profitability in challenging times. Use SAP® solutions to
take control and make better decisions
about promotions, inventory levels,
products, and services.

The SAP BusinessObjects™ Sales
Analysis for Retail analytic application
allows you to leverage real-time POS
data, so you can make decisions that
drive profitable growth. It enables early
warning about stock shortages, promotion effectiveness, sales velocity, and
external factors affecting demand.
Armed with this insight, you can swiftly
adapt plans and drive performance. The
solution comes prebuilt with defined
KPIs, including transaction volume,
promotional lift, lost sales, out-of-stock
rate, total sales, and gross margin.

To realize consistent financial performance, retailers need enterprise-wide
business intelligence that provides a
guided analysis from what’s wrong to
why. To compete effectively in the current environment, store managers, operations field management, marketers,
and merchandising executives at corporate all require robust, self-service analytic and search functions that leverage
complete POS data transparency. Intuitive, role-based dashboards help measure KPIs and provide proactive alerts
to adjust and direct future actions.
Access to near-real-time information
on sales performance gives you the
enhanced visibility you need to meet
demand and maximize promotions.

Complete Functionality
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SAP BusinessObjects Sales Analysis
for Retail includes complete functionality for:
• Sales analysis – Provide business
users with powerful analytics and
search functions for complete POS
data transparency.
• Inventory management – Closely
align inventory with demand across
store locations and channels, to minimize stock outs and markdowns.
• Promotional analysis – Access
real-time information on promotion
performance, and make adjustments
to boost outcomes. Set up thresholds, automatic alerts, and workflows
to create an early response system
for driving performance.
• Store operations – Gain a better
understanding of which stores are
performing best based on revenue,
sales, and margin – and why. Replicate success across locations.

Best Practices
SAP BusinessObjects Sales Analysis
for Retail includes best practices
that support:
• More profitable sales enabled by
greater alignment among customer
demand, product assortment, inventory levels, and promotions
• Better visibility into demand via realtime POS data analysis and reporting
• Insight into promotion effectiveness, enabled by POS data analysis
across all stores and channels
• Higher stock availability, through
greater insight into demand and swift
decision making to move inventory to
where it’s needed
• Increased consumer satisfaction,
so that buyers can find what they
want, when and where they want it
• Improved store profitability, due to
alignment of assortment, inventory,
and promotions with insight into customer demand and external factors
influencing it

Unlock the Value of POS Data

To Increase Visibility and Profitability

Retailers face significant competition
even in the best of times. External
factors, such as difficult economic
conditions, demanding customers, and
complex global supply chains, create a
volatile and somewhat uncertain environment. Internal complexity – due to
limited visibility, inability to identify root
causes, mobile users, and the challenges of building analytic applications
– only reinforces the need for sales
analysis that is timely, accurate, and
self-service. To increase profitability,
retailers need robust, industry-specific
analytic tools that integrate both supply
and POS data.
The SAP BusinessObjects Sales Analysis for Retail analytic application helps
unlock the value within a retailer’s rich
repositories of POS information. The
software provides enterprise visibility
into near-real-time demand information
as well as into external and internal
factors influencing demand. It monitors
activity and provides alerts designed
to prompt action to reduce stock outs,
increase promotional impact, and drive
consumer demand.

Even the best suppliers and vendors will fail to
perform upon occasion, sometimes through no fault
of their own. Therefore, retailers must constantly
reassess their supply chains, identify ways to proactively mitigate risk, and devise backup plans in case
of large-scale supply chain failure.

For more information about SAP
BusinessObjects analytic applications,
please visit www.sap.com
/businessanalytics.
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